
THE HR- WAY FORWARD
Years ago, the human resources department—often simply 
referred to as “personnel”—was primarily charged with keeping 
records, ensuring companies’ compliance with regulations, 
determining compensation packages, and other benefits.

Over the years, the role of  HR has evolved tremendously. The 
emergence of a slew of technologies has automated much of 
the work done by them.

Instead of focusing on personnel management and 
administrative tasks, today’s HR departments—at least the 
ones that are forward-thinking—spend their energy managing 
employee engagement and strengthening culture.

HR’s are now looking at automating the “mundane” tasks 
disrupting their vision to be a strategic partner towards the 
organization’s success.



THE STAGES OF EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT IN
THE DIGITAL ERA
The five key stages of the digital transformation of an engaged workforce

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

SILOED TARGETED TRANSFORMING CONTINUOUS OPTIMIZED

Culture is 
hierarchical and 

not very engaging

More interest
in employee 

engagement emerges

Employee 
empowerment to

converge with better 
tools

Engaged employee 
culture with rapid 

response to change

Self-developing 
ecosystem; highly 

sought after culture

Communication, 
rewards, collaboration 

& employee 
engagement are 

disparate processes

The pathway between 
communication and 
collaboration begins

A people-centric 
philosophy starts to 

get established  

HR is the workforce 
ambassador of 

advanced 
engagement tools

Innovative & 
collaborative approach 

to achieve common 
business goals

HR tends to follow a 
reactive approach to 

business needs

HR is pursuing a more 
proactive approach to 

business alignment

All managers, leaders, 
and employees are 

equally accountable for 
steering engagement 

at work

A compelling and 
integrated experience 
drives high employee 

participation

A world-class 
personalized

Employee 
Experience is 

achieved

The stepped approach as an organization evolves through the transformation program.



They say you can’t spell Hero without H & R. 
Let’s take a deeper look at how you can bid adieu to the traditional ways &
ace your superpowers as an HR!

THE EMPULS DIFFERENCE

TRADITIONAL WAY NEW WAY
A new joiner gets lost if the HR’s don’t handhold them, 
walk around & introduce them to the entire o�ice. The 
only people the new joiner interacts would be the HR or 
1-2 people from his team

A new employee welcome is no more an HR duty alone, it 
happens org-wide. A social welcome to connect with the 
rest of the teams on Day 1 helps the HR to keep the 
employee active & engaged from the beginning itself

Tedious, time-consuming & monotonous tasks of 
maintaining files, spreadsheets of employee data, took 
away a good amount of time of the HR’s

With simple automation on empuls, HR’s have got o� the 
tedious tasks of remembering birthdays, work 
anniversaries, etc. 

Complex reward flows, approvals getting stuck at multiple 
levels,  HR’s had to keep a check on what level a decision 
is pending and this made the entire process of reward, 
recognition & appreciation too cumbersome. Most of the 
time, recognition at the right time is missed.

With quick access and various rewards and recognition 
options, empuls makes it easy to give recognition that is 
instant, visible, and meaningful. Now HR plays a vital role 
in boosting a culture of recognition, watching every 
employee taking to new heights.

Company values and norms were pretty much known only 
to the HR and leaders. The HR’s was always on the 
lookout of cascading the core value with the rest of the 
organization

Celebrate exemplary behaviors socially for your entire 
workforce to aspire to live up the company values through 
recognizing employees value badges each time they 
display those behaviors.



TRADITIONAL WAY NEW WAY
Due to lack of transparency, clarity & siloed 
communication, HR’s were swamped with grievances, 
managing conflicts & disagreements between managers 
and reportees.

Transparent, e�ective communication and access to all 
information at one place leads to each & every employee 
to be empowered  & have a say or give feedback through 
surveys while staying anonymous or not. This has 
reduced conflicts at the workplace

One way HR communication, announcement through 
clunky email chains led the most important message 
going down the drain

HR Announcement, updates, and latest news are much 
easier with empuls. Employees have quick access and can 
respond, react on a real-time basis

To get all employees to be part of Celebrations, contests, 
to make work more fun for all, seemed impossible with 
employees spread across the organization

Celebrations & workplace fun events get livelier and 
louder than ever before. Even if the teams are in the o�ice 
or remote, all the employees equally get to participate and 
be a part of every HR initiative.

Providing employees right perks, benefits was an endless 
pain point for the HR’s. Deciding on a holiday gift, 
categorizing gifts by age, gender, location etc required
a lot of time, e�ort and approvals

Employees are free to make their choices of perks, 
benefits and experiences and avail employee discounts 
from the plethora of options available to them on empuls



Engaged 
Employees
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Employee experience

A connected 
Workforce

Cross-team
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Knowledge sharing

The convergence
of personal &
professional balance

The HR Game Plan



1. CRAFTING COMPANY CULTURE 2. GIVE EMPLOYEES A VOICE -

ENGAGEMENT SURVEYSA company’s culture describes its mission, beliefs, values, 
ethics, and more.

Not only are employees who fit in with an organization’s 
culture more motivated to do their best work, but they’re 
also likely to believe in the work your company is doing 
and treat customers with a serious level of respect. 
Further, they’ll evangelize on your company’s 
behalf—even when they’re not in the o�ice. This is one of 
the latest developments in the evolution of HR.

Empuls helps to brew in an culture of trust & transparency 
where each employee feels empowered and valued while 
contributing towards the organizational goals.

Your employees have great ideas — so show them you 
care by listening to them, involving them in decisions, and 
soliciting their opinions.

 This means creating feedback mechanisms — informal or 
formal, anonymous, qualitative, or quantitative. The best 
way to do that? Take a pulse on your workforce through 
an engagement survey on empuls 

Employee Engagement Surveys are designed to measure 
and assess how motivated and engaged your employees 
are to perform their best at work each day. From these 
surveys, you can gain insight into employees’ thoughts 
and attitudes towards their work and the overall 
environment. You can also locate any areas that may be 
holding your employees back from performing at their 
best.

10 ways how empuls can be an extended arm to your HR game plan



3. ONGOING & CONTINUOUS FEEDBACK  4. MANAGERS- KEY DRIVERS TO

     BUILDING BETTER WORKPLACEEmployees need to understand their personal areas for 
improvement. Establishing a meaningful “norm” for giving 
feedback helps them see a clear path toward their own 
professional development. 

Most employees don’t like traditional performance 
reviews — they take too much time, miss important 
information, and often happens too late to do any good. 
Employees, especially the millennials today want 
feedback to be fast, objective, and frequent. With easy 
access to empuls, employees can create custom survey or 
post live updates on their projects and get real-time 
feedback on the go.

Managers play a huge role in reducing some of the HR 
burden. They are the key drivers of  employee wellbeing 
and engagement, which we know are two drivers in 
becoming a great place to work. The lives of HR becomes 
very easy when people leaders build better relationships 
at work, especially within the teams &  cross-teams.

• A strong employee-manager relationship leads to
  more productive, e�icient, and loyal employees.

• With transparent & cordial relationship between teams, 
   employees work in unity towards a common goal.

MANAGERS USE EMPULS TO...

•   Communicate e�ectively, timely, and consistently. 
•   Break down silos and keep communication transparent 
    and clear.
•   Encourage employees to join conversations and 
     include them in the bigger picture.
•   Emphasize collaboration between teams through 
    groups, conversations, contests, challenges, etc.



O�icepedia In-house Wiki

Shiksha The L&D Channel

Learning Hub

5. ACTIVELY SUPPORT GROWTH & LEARNING

Employees love it when they have a platform to learn and grow. When an organization 
understands their career aspirations & contributes to their personal development, It 
makes each day of an employee work cycle better.

HR can partner with employees to create learning and development plans that reflect their 
unique interests and goals. In most cases, you go knocking internally and you are sure to 
strike some gold. Create an L&D group on empuls, employees can be encouraged to take 
sessions, share references of books, talks, or any piece of information they stumble upon 
with the rest of the teams.

FEW GROUPS ON EMPULS CAN BE COINED AS



6. PERKS & BENEFITS 8. MAKING WORK FUN

Gone are the days, when it was only salaries that mattered 
to stay happy at work. Benefits & perks tailored to 
employees’ needs and choices keeps them content . With 
Empuls, help your employees’ paychecks go further with 
exclusive discounts, emotional and physical wellness 
perks to keep them happy & productive throughout.

7. ENABLE AND ENCOURAGE PEER

    RECOGNITION

HR’s have always strived to keep employees happy and 
engaged not just in terms of work, but also to ensure 
employees don't feel the burnout or get bored with the 
routine at work. This need came of vital importance when 
global remote work patterns emerged as a result of a 
pandemic outbreak.

Empuls acts as a social intranet where employees can 
collaborate and participate in various fun contests, 
challenges, ace fitness tasks, display their virtual talent, 
and more.

Employees build better relationships with their leaders, 
co-workers, cross-department employees, etc. HR can 
nurture a work environment that is pleasant, positive, and 
conducive for work, regardless of an employee’s location 
and that is possible by - empuls

9. MAKE EVERY MILESTONE SPECIAL

Employees spend most of their time at work and while 
they are associated with the organization. Every milestone 
of theirs- be it professional one like work anniversaries, 
promotion, etc or personal like birthdays, wedding, new 
parent, etc is very special. The pride and joy is tenfold 
when it is done socially over empuls.

Employee attrition is an huge area of concern for 
every HR. Lack of recognition at the 

workplace is the most common reason 
for employees’ to be dissatisfied in 

their work which leads them to 
leave the company.

An employee feels valued when 
he is socially recognized for his 
e�orts.

Its often coworkers who notice 
accomplishments that supervisors 

might miss, so peer recognition helps 
to get a better picture of all the great 

work your employees do.

In fact, peers - not money - are the top reason 
employees go the extra mile at work. 



Engage Empower

Transform Create a
winning culture

10. The HR mantra on empuls

The HR mission, therefore, is to rewrite the rules to reflect 
the shifts in mindset and behavior required to lead, 
organize, motivate, manage, and engage the 21st-century 
workforce. 



All things said and done, measuring ROI of boosting employee 
engagement is no easy task. The #1 thought on every HR 
would be, how to demonstrate the value of their digital 
transformation initiatives and how it impacts the bottom line, in 
order to achieve leadership buy-in and approvals. 

Engagement is indeed di�icult to quantify, but it’s no secret, an 
emotionally invested and engaged employee contributes best 
in their work and in their communication. 

That’s why we’ve created an easy to use Employee 
Engagement ROI calculator, to help HR’s tabulate the costs, 
benefits, and ROI of implementing an employee engagement 
platform (Xoxoday Empuls, in this case) in all its practical 
details.

Empuls solves disengagement holistically by helping HR build 
the four pillars of engagement. Namely, the platform helps 
connect & align, empower and motivate employees and o�er 
them various benefits & savings. In addition to the reduced 
cost of disengagement, this calculator also captures the sundry 
savings that result from it. 

These savings are under the heads of ‘non-usage of 
disassociated tools’, ‘reduced time for execution’, ‘corporate 
discounts on reward value’, and ‘exclusive employee perks’. The 
cash inflows are further broken down into its sources - ‘reduced 
cost of attrition’, ‘reduced cost of disengagement’, and direct 
‘productivity improvements’.

Get calculating your Employee Engagement ROI
Start with entering a few approximate details at 
hand and get a comprehensive breakdown of the 
Empuls implementation ROI.

Number of Employees

Annual Reward Budget per Employee

Average Annual Salary per Employee

Annual revenue

100

$200

$50,000

$10,000,000



Platform charges
First things first, the table begins with the annual 
platform charges of Empuls, projected over 3 
years. (A tabulation method followed all 
throughout the calculator)

Item

Platform Charges

Monthly fee $3 $3 $3 $3

C1: Annual platform charges
(Growth rate @2%)

$3,600 $3,672 $3,745 $3,820

Initial YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3

EMPULS IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
This section lists the expenses companies incur to get the Empuls platform up and running.

Rewarding Expenses
In addition to the platform charges, the 
rewarding expenses are the other actual cash 
outflow that is incurred. 

In Empuls, rewarding can begin with ZERO cash 
recharges - with just the use of points. In a case 
where the HR wants to give monetary points 
and allow employees to redeem these on 
purchases, they need to maintain a redemption 
cash reserve. Since these recharges are 
‘reserves’, these become prepaid assets for the 
company and are not realised as expenses. 
Simply put, the monetary rewards are 
considered expenses only when the employees 
actually redeem their points. 

(The below tabulation is done assuming that all 
employees redeem 100% of their reward points.)

Item

Rewarding Expenses

C3: Annual employee
rewarding expenses
(Growth rate @2%)

$20,000 $20,400 $20,808 $21,848

Initial YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3



Total Cost
Sum of platform charges, training costs, and 
rewarding expenses.

Item

Total cost

TOTAL COSTS
(C1 + C2 )

$23,600 $24,072 $24,553 $25,669

Initial YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3

$24,216

Present
value

BENEFITS
This section lists the benefits HR draws after Empuls platform is up and running. 

(Note how benefits are accounted only at the end of first year of implementation)

MOTIVATE
Reward savings
As an Empuls client, companies save anywhere 

from 5% to 15% on the ticket value of Xoxoday’s 

redemption catalogue.

Reward savings

Average corporate discount
on GVs and Experiences

0 5% 5% 5%

B1: Savings on total
reward value

0 $1,000 $1,020 $1,040

BENEFITS AND SAVINGS
Perks savings
Employees of Empuls clients get instant access to 

thousands of exclusive perks from across 30+ 

product and service categories. It is estimated 

that an employee can save upto $500 if they 

prudently avail these discounts and o�ers.

Perks savings

Annual savings
per employee

0 $250 $250 $250

B2: Total savings via
Xoxoday perks and benefits

0 $25,000 $25,500 $26,010



Communication
tool savings

Monthly fee per user 0 $7 $7 $7

B3: Annual communication
platform charges saved
(Growth rate @2%)

0 $8,004 $8,164 $8,327

Survey tool savings

Monthly fee per user 0 $25 $25 $25

B4: Annual survey tool
charges save
(Growth rate @2%)
(15% of employees are
managers)

0 $4,500 $4,590 $4,682

CONNECT AND ALIGN
Communication tool savings
It is impossible for teams and organisations of this 

age to pass through even a day without a work 

communication tool. Social intranets have become 

vehicles for internal communication and work 

conversations. Empuls becomes a full-fledged 

social intranet with its feature-loaded groups and 

communities. This in turn, eliminates the need of 

that extra spend on a communication tool.

EMPOWER
Survey tool savings
Employee engagement surveys, employee 

feedback, onboarding or exit surveys - are just a 

few of the many ways HR and team managers put 

surveys to use.  The below calculation assumes 

that HR and Managers constitute 15% of the 

organisational strength. It also assumes that if not 

for Empuls, both cohorts would need admin 

accounts with a survey provider. Once Empuls is 

subscribed to, all admin users get access to run 

unlimited surveys for any number of users. This 

again is a cost saved, thanks to Empuls.



OVERALL RESULTS
Attrition
The biggest takeaway (and the north star HR 
statistic) of implementing an employee 
engagement program is the way it reduces 
attrition. Decades of studies validate that a 
structured approach to employee engagement 
triggers a culture change that facilitates 
employee retention. It is safe to assume that 
there would be considerable o�line e�orts that 
HR initiates to build engagement. In the below 
calculation, we have attributed just 55% of 
attrition reduction to Empuls.

Time saved
Workflows and automations in Empuls solve for 
huge manual e�orts of HR - their biggest pain 
point while implementing rewards, internal 
communication, recognition, surveys and 
benefits. Below given is the monetary value of 
this time and e�ort saved.

Reduction In Attrition due
to Improved Employee
Engagement

Cost of attrition (@120% 
of Average Salary * No. of
employees *13% (Global
attrition benchmark)

0 $780,000 $795,600 $811,512

B5: Cost of attrition
reduction attributable to
Empuls (@20%, collected
from case studies)

0 $15,600 $15,912 $16,230

Time saved

HR Admin time saved in
surveys, rewarding and
internal communication
(Ref: Empuls Case Studies -
Reduction from 40 hours to
5 hours per quarter)

0 140 143 146

B6: Cost of HR Admin time
reduction (Salary @
$30 per hour)

0 $4,200 $4,284 $4,370



Total Benefits
Sum of reward savings, perks savings, 
communication tool savings, survey tool savings, 
reduction in attrition, time saved, reduced cost of 
disengagement and  productivity improvement.

Item

Total cost

TOTAL BENEFITS
(B1 + B2 + B3 + B4
+ B5 + B6 + B7)

0 $158,504 $225,100 $243,196

Initial YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3

$229,430

Present
value

Reduced cost of Disengagement
Improved productivity and reduced attrition are 
long term outcomes of an engagement program. 
Wherein in the short term, organisations start 
gaining time lost due to delays, missed shifts, 
tardiness and other work disruptions of a 
disengaged employee.

Productivity improvement
Productivity improvement results in the medium 
term, since more and more employees tend to 
become engaged with their roles in the 
organisation. Their contributions, e�iciencies, 
ownership and output increases to a highly 
evident extend as indicated below:

Reduced cost of
Disengagement

Reduced disengagement %
(based on engagement
scores Ref: Bersin by
Deloitte)

0 14% 18% 24%

Cost of disengagement
(18% of Total Salary)

0 $900,000 $945,000 $992,250

B7: Reduced cost of
disengagement attributable
to Empuls (@30%)

0 $25,000 $79,380 $83,349

Productivity Improvement

Increase in Productivity
(Ref: Gallup)

0 15% 17% 20%

B8: Increase in Productivity
attributable to Empuls
(@5%)

0 $75,000 $86,250 $99,188



Return on Investment
The return on investment is calculated with
the formula  = net benefits/ cost.
And Payback period is calculated in months by
the formula = 12 (months)/ROI.
The payback period denotes the time by which 
the Empuls investment shall recoup all its 
COSTs and starts generating cash inflows.

Now, you would’ve discovered how to get visibility for 
cascading your engagement initiatives right. As your budget 

allows, go the last mile and lock down the strategy to secure a 
platform that makes it all possible.

 
We love to be a part of every initiative taken by HR 

practitioners across the industry to engage their employees. 
 

Cheers to more engagement!

Item

NET BENEFITS
(TOTAL BENEFITS
- TOTAL COSTS)

ROI on Empuls
Investment

8

Payback Period ~ 2 months

Initial YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3

$205,214

Present
value


